
 practice being gentle and careful... with an egg.
Objectives/Aims

Egg-straordinary People

Materials
enough blown-out eggs so that
each student has one; colored
markers

Fruits of a Loving Heart

30 min.

The students will:

Time:

Romans converted to Christianity, they kept up this custom but carried it out in honor of St. 
Valentine.  (See References.)

Today, Valentine’s Day is celebrated by the giving of flowers, candy and cards.  Amongst adults, it 
is typically a day of romance, while for children and students, it is more of a day of fun and parties.
To make this day, and week, more meaningful and relevant for you students, I’ve taken the idea 
from the Roman Catholics, for whom St. Valentine is the patron saint of love and friendship, and 
decided to focus on the attributes of friendship: Fruits of a Loving Heart.  These fruits include: 
kindness, gentleness, patience, generosity and joy.

Group Activity
1.  Once again, review the history of Valentine’s Day and the ‘Fruits of a Loving Heart.’  Emphasize 
that today you are going to be dealing primarily with the characteristic of gentleness.

2.  Take out one of the blown out eggs and hold it up for everybody to see.  Then carefully draw a 
face on it with a colored marker.  While drawing say, “Listen egg-stra carefully to what I have to 
say.  What will happen to my Valentine’s Day egg person if I’m not egg-stremely gentle with it?”  A:
It will break.  Then add, “Yes, and your task today is to both create and gently care for this egg 
person for (set a time limit).  This means you will need to take this egg person wherever you go and
keep it in your sight at all times.  You may not give it to another person to ‘egg sit’.  The egg 
person you create can be a baby, a person younger than yourself, or a person who is handicapped, 
injured, elderly or sick.  Your ultimate goal is to make it to the end of the specified time without so
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Illustration
Wow! It looks an egg-tastic activity!  
Oops, I guess you also need to be egg-
stra careful or there might be having 
scrambled eggs for breakfast!

Background
According to some ancient Christian 
stories, Valentine used to secretly 
send little notes of love and 
encouragement to his Christian friends
while he was in prison.  Many people 
believe that this is why we send 
Valentines on his feast day.  Other 
people think that the Valentine custom
is celebrated on February 14 because 
that was the day of the year when 
Romans, whom the Christians regarded
as pagans, used to choose their 
boyfriends and girlfriends.  When these
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Group Activity (continued)
much as a tiny crack happening to your egg.  If you accidentally break someone else’s egg person, 
you will need to give them yours.  Who can tell me what the rules of this egg-tastic game are?”

Group Discussion Questions (Done at the end of the allotted time period.)
1.  Why do you suppose I wanted you to create an egg person that was either a baby, a person 
younger than yourself, or a person who is handicapped, injured, elderly or sick?

A:  We need to be extra (egg-stra) gentle and careful with these people.

2.  What are some of these people’s special needs that need special care?
A:  Answers will vary.

3.  Have you ever had somebody treat you very gently and carefully?  What happened and how did 
it feel?

A:  Answers will vary.

Variations/Extensions

Conclusion
Say, “I hope you all enjoyed this ‘egg-straordinary’ activity.  Yes, egg-straordinary people need egg-
stra gentleness and care.  And when you stop to think about it, we are all at times egg-straordinary
people that need egg-stra care and gentleness.”
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